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ABSTRACT
A suspension linkage that produces a rearward arcing Wheel
path, comprising of either single or paired pivotally con
nected members. Cross linked trailing arm members attach
pivotally to the frame and a rearrnost vertical contact mount

ing point member With the mounting point for the rear Wheel
axle, ski or skid protruding beloW the cross linked trailing
arms. This offers bene?t for vehicle navigating rough terrain

at high speed. The present invention provides a suspension
linkage that produces a more rearward arcing Wheel path than
could be produced by a single pivot placed Within the same
physical bounds as the pivot points of the invention and intro
duces desirable ride effects related to accelerating and brak
mg.

280/281.1, 288, 283, 284, 285
See application ?le for complete search history.
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VEHICLE SUSPENSION LINKAGE

absorption of positive variations in the running surface, it also

This application is ?led in conjunction With Canadian
patent application 2,706,678 ?led Jun. 8, 2010.

through alloWing the Wheel to move doWnWard from a typical

alloWs the vehicle to maintain an “in contact” condition

running “sag” point to maintain contact With the running
surface in the case of a dip or depression. Having a contact
mounting point move in a forWard direction When the suspen
sion extends from its sag point alloWs for a faster return to a
“in contact” condition given the forWard direction of the
vehicle.
The inventions of Wronski and Ribi both produce a similar

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

While much has been done in the prior art to produce a fully

suspended bicycle With attention given to isolating pedaling
or braking forces from the suspension, the study of Wheel path
Would appear to be focused on isolating these forces. For

Wheel path but introduce certain design issues. Wronski
requires a very high mounting point of the vehicle’s frame to

many implementations of the fully suspended bicycle, pedal
ing ef?ciency is of utmost concern. For What is knoWn as a

produce a dramatically rearWard arcing path and the use of a
concentrically mounted jackshaft to route the drive chain to
the pivot to avoid issues of changing the tension on the drive

doWn hill mountain bicycle, or DH Bike, maintaining speed
and control over extreme irregularities in the running surface
is often the primary concern.
A DH Bike is almost alWays ridden in a standing position

chain during suspension activation. Ribi introduces linkages
loW on the vehicle frame, and in the case of US. Pat. No.

using gravity as the primary force for acceleration. Pedaling
becomes a secondary method of maintaining the bicycle’s
velocity over rough terrain or to add additional acceleration

5,452,910 September 1995 Harris, a bicycle speci?c inven
20

When the terrain is not steep enough.
After several years of studying the prior art as a rider and
technician, I ?nd that the best suspension for a DH Bike is
different than much of the prior art, not in pedaling or braking
effects, but in terms of Wheel path. This invention produces a

25

Wheel path that I consider most desirable in a Way that cor

rects design issues of the feW examples of the prior art that
produce a similar Wheel path.
When the prior art is arranged as shoWn in FIG. 2 through
strictly symbolic representation We see that the top most roW

The traditionally held negative effect of pedaling on a fully
suspended bicycle is knoWn as pedal bob. This is often attrib
30

loW single pivot (21), a mid height pivot (22), a high single
Pat. No. 606,323 June 1898 Wronski (23). The Wheel paths of
35

40

Wheel paths demonstrated above from a common starting

point (20) to their respective end points and in the loWer right
hand comer, this invention.

The Wheel path of a loW single pivot (21) arcs forWard. A

45

mid height single pivot (22) and Duval (28) ultimately move
forWard of their starting point, While LaWWill (24), Weagle

(40lb). The mass of the rider must be added to the calculations
of vehicle momentum and the resultant centre of gravity must
be seen as that of the rider and vehicle. Considering that a

near vertical Wheel path. It isn’t until We see the ideal repre
50

rearWard path becomes apparent. The high single pivot (18)
shoWs a much more dramatically rearWard arcing path. The

very high single pivot of Wronski (23) and the linkage system
of Ribi (27) manage to produce a suf?ciently similar and

dramatically rearWard arcing Wheel path that they are shoWn

55

on the same line as the representative Wheel path of this

invention (15).
The reason for pursuing this Wheel path involves a short
discussion on vector physics. As the rear Wheel of a vehicle
such as a bicycle encounters a positive variation in the run

standing riding position is typical for a DH bike, the centre of
gravity of the bicycle and rider combined is thus above that of
the vehicle; under braking, momentum causes a pitching for
Ward of the bicycle and rider combination.
Additional ride performance characteristics are desirable
for a DH bicycle. A bike With a short Wheelbase, speci?cally
the distance from the cranks to the rear axle is desirable for
manoeuvrability in the air and to alloW easier lifting of the
front Wheel over obstacles While pedaling. A vehicle that

extends its Wheelbase, again speci?cally When measured
60

from cranks to rear axle, offers more stability on compres

65

sion. A bike that Will loWer in the rear suspension on braking
to counteract the previously discussed issue of a pitching
forWard of the rider and vehicle combination and thus devel
oping a slacker head tube angle Would serve to add stability in
a braking scenario Where bias Was given to the rear brake. A

ning surface such as a bump or other obstacle at loW speeds
the impulse vector has a substantial vertical upWard compo
nent and less of a horizontal rearWard component. As speed

increases the rearWard component of the impulse vector
increases. The path for the Wheel or contact mounting point to
travel to best absorb this impulse vector is in an increasingly
rearWard direction. Suspension does not only alloW for the

to absorb irregularities in the running surface. Activation of
the suspension from pedaling can also be observed to be
induced by the unbalanced momentum of a doWnWard pedal
stroke. While an ideal pedal stroke Would provide smooth
poWer to the drive train throughout the entire crank rotation
this is not necessarily possible or practical from a standing
position and in situations Where surface irregularities make a
smooth pedal stroke dif?cult from clearance issues alone.
The traditionally held vieW of braking effects on a vehicle’ s
suspension, Where that vehicle is a bicycle, discuss issues of
rotational forces and an unbalanced pull on the frame from the
location of pivots. While this is often studied from the per
spective of the vehicle alone, it should be noted that a typical

rider Weighs 75kg (1651b) and a typical DH Bike Weighs 18kg

(26) and Leitner (25), in ideal implementations, maintain a
sentation of the Klassen et al (29) Wheel path that a slightly

uted to rotational forces about the rear Wheel or to drive chain

tension activating the suspension independently of any need

pivot (18) and a very high single pivot demonstrated by US.
5,121,937 June 1992 LaWWill (24), US. Pat. No. 5,509,679
April 1996 Horst Leitner (25), US. Pat. No. 7,128,329
Weagle (26) andU.S. Pat. No. 4,671,525 June 1987 Ribi (27).
The third roW represents Canadian Patent application
#2357167 September 2001 Duval (26), US. Pat. No. 6,206,
397 March 2001 Klassen et al (29), a superposition of the

bike, from the saddle of the bicycle.
With the Wheel path as the primary focus of this invention
the issues of pedaling and braking effects must be addressed
to ensure that additional problems are not introduced.

represents the Wheel paths of the single pivot suspension: a

linkages are demonstrated in the second roW as US. Pat. No.

tion that produces this rearWard Wheel path, We ?nd that not
only are the pivots loW on the frame of the vehicle, the cranks
move With the suspension and change their distance from the
handle bars and, less importantly for the purposes of a DH

bike that Will rise or at the very least serve to counteract the

unbalanced doWnWard force of an abrupt pedal stroke to

US 8,376,382 B2
3

4

preserve or increase ground clearance during pedaling can be
seen to be advantageous for both ground clearance and trac
tion.

pension continues to have the radius or length of the virtual
sWing arm continues to increase up until the angle formed
betWeen the protrusion the rear most member (2) and the ?rst
cross-linked trailing arm member reaches 180°. At this point
the lengthening effect collapses. Care must also be taken to

The prior art has not necessarily sought to accomplish the
above ride characteristics While producing this rearWard
Wheel path; hoWever this invention serves that purpose as
seen as bene?cial to the implementation of a DH bike.

con?gure the loWer end point of the Wheel path to be above
the point at Which the path (30) becomes horizontal. Continu
ing past the intended range of motion beloW the start point
(3 1) With a con?guration Where the axle path Was in the range
of horiZontal to becoming vertical again (33) Would place the

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides a suspension linkage that

vehicle at rest, Without sag in a potential energy Well, thus
preventing suspension activation unless a very forceful rear
Ward impact Was experienced. While this situation could pro
duce an effectively rigid system until subjected to an extreme
rearWard force, for the purposes of a DH bike this is not

produces a more rearWard arcing Wheel path than could be

produced by a single pivot placed Within the same physical
bounds as the pivot points of the invention and introduces
desirable ride effects related to pedaling and braking.
The invention, as implemented in the embodiment of a
bicycle, comprises a pair of rear most members extending up

desirable. This potential energy Well may be explored for
systems Where this rigid in most circumstances condition

and slightly rearWard aWay from the mounting point of the
rear axle. These rearmost members Will be pivotally con

nected, using a pair of trailing arm members, at a point near
mid Way along their vertical length to a pivot point on the
bicycle’s frame near mid height. The rear most members Will
also be pivotally connected at their upper limit to a pair of

20

means of imparting acceleration to a mass, it also shares an

intuitively obvious ef?ciency in absorbing force.

trailing arm members that connect to a pivot location on the

frame beloW the ?rst frame mounted pivot creating a crossing

Would be desirable.
As a point of interest, the Wheel path of this invention is
also similar to that of the path scribed by the payload of a
trebuchet before launch. This path has shoWn to be an ef?cient

25

of the tWo pairs of trailing arm members as vieWed from the

To temporarily store and dampen the rate of return of the
energy absorbed by the suspension linkage a shock absorber

side. The axle mounting point being beloW the pivots creates

and spring unit, consisting of a pneumatic cylinder, elastomer

a protrusion beloW the cross-linked trailing arm members.
Both the requirements of cross linked trailing arm members
and the protrusion beloW the trailing arm members are dis

or coil spring combined With a hydraulic or spring property
(in the case of an elastomer) based energy damping mecha
30

tinguishing and required characteristics of this invention.

frame either directly, through additional linkages or betWeen
tWo of the suspension members. Attaching a shock absorber
and spring unit can produce any of linear, rising or falling

This linkage con?guration produces the rearWard arcing
Wheel path sought to handle running surface variations at high

speeds.
Using FIG. 3 as a reference, a thick line draWing represen

tation of the rearmost member (2), pivotally connected (10) to
a trailing arm member (3) itself pivotally connected (11) to
the mid point of the vehicle’s frame (not shoWn in this sketch)
and also pivotally connected (12) to the second and cross
linked trailing arm member (4) likeWise pivotally connected
(13) to the vehicle’s frame, the path scribed by the axle

rates. Since there are bene?ts and desirable characteristics in
35

40

45

50

scribed by the axle (9) at regular intervals We demonstrate a

shape similar to, if not exactly, that of a logarithmic spiral.
The path (3 0) canbe more accurately approximated as a spiral
55

ing pivot point that folloWs its oWn logarithmic spiral style
path as shoWn by the composite simulation of an arc (34).
This approximation Would become more accurate on increas

range of motion is limited to the path shoWn by the thicker line
(15). Continuing past the intended range of motion above the
shoWn end point (32), the Wheel path loses it’s rearWard arc as
the axle (9) becomes level With the approximation (19) of the
location of a virtual single pivot. While the rearWard compo
nent of the Wheel path stops and in fact reverses not far after
this end point (32) the approximation of a single pivot sus

With the tension of the drive chain negated, We can look to
bene?cial ride effects of driving the rear Wheel. Under accel
eration, the rear Wheel Will be driven forWard thus serving to
extend the suspension and raise the vehicle. Under smooth
application of poWer this Will serve to increase ground clear
ance under pedaling, shorten the Wheelbase alloWing for
easier lifting of the front Wheel and alloW unbalanced doWn
Ward forces of uneven pedal strokes to be counteracted by the
reciprocal raising of the vehicle’s frame under uneven poWer

application.

ing the frequency With Which the path (30) is bisected.
The invention serves the desired purpose best When the

activation forces back to the cranks and thus pedals of a chain
driven bicycle. The use of such a pulley or drive train mount

ing point alloWs the length of the tension portion of a drive
chain to remain effectively constant thus preventing appre
ciable suspension activation or pedal feedback.

tion of the path We can see from the bisection of the curve (30)

formed from a lengthening radius moving about an also mov

A pulley mounted to a suspension linkage member in a
position such that it Will become closer to the drive crank on
suspension activation Will serve to compensate for the fact
that the desired Wheel path creates a scenario Where the drive

chain, otherWise attached, may create undesirable tension
induced suspension activation and may transmit suspension

line (15), the path appears to be an arc With a ?xed centre at a

point (19) above the linkage members. While this approxi
mation of a single pivot suspension operating betWeen the
bounds of the dotted lines (35) is acceptable for a general
understanding of the effect of the invention through the por

each of rising, linear and falling rates as applied to suspen
sion, depending on the ride characteristic sought, selection of
shock absorber and spring units may be con?gured to offer

each of these options.

mounting point (9) protruding beloW the crossed trailing arm
members is shoWn as the curved line (30). When examining
the path scribed by the axle over the range of motion intended
for use in the preferred embodiment, as shoWn by the thick

nism Will link one or more of the suspension linkages to the

60

Directly attaching a rear disc brake calliper to the rearmost
member near the axle can be expected to induce suspension

activation through transmission of rotational inertia. Con
necting a rear disc brake calliper to a mechanism pivotally
connected about or near the rear axle alloWs for the isolation
65

of rotational force from the suspension if this pivotally con
nected mount is linked to a suspension member or the frame.

This alloWs the primary force experienced under rear braking

